


Wyn-Wyn scenario

Congratulations for considering a Wynmotion automated window covering system by Wynstan. 
There’s no time like the present to invest in future living. 

Especially designed for a relaxed Australian lifestyle, Wynmotion motorised solutions means kissing 
cords and levers goodbye - and controlling your blinds and awnings at the touch of a button. 

It’s a hands-off approach that means the kids will no longer be tempted to get in a tangle, there’s no 
back-wrenching cranking for you to do, and your windows enjoy a sleek, stylish motorised makeover. 

Without the wear and tear of manual operation, blinds and awnings stay in better working order for 
longer. The more efficiently they work, the more you might save on heating and cooling bills.



patio awning

eureka awning

timber venetians

roller blind

roman blind

folding arm awning

straight drop awning

vision blind
pivot arm awning



Programming the motor Installing the electronics 
into the motor

Test for resistance and noise Test for final products Get motor into the product



With Wynmotion
your windows will never look back.

A Wynmotion window covering system is designed to add effortless luxury to your 
home - not just today - but all your tomorrows as well. 

Each one of our unique motors is lovingly engineered, painstakingly tested, then 
rigorously checked and re-checked to make sure it lives up to our exacting standards 
and your high expectations. 

You can be confident that once a Wynmotion system is in your home, it’s there for the 
long haul - as the 5-year warranty on every one of our motors proudly guarantees.



If you can 
charge a phone, you can 
recharge our lithium 
motors.

While you may not have heard of a 
Lithium Rechargeable Motor before, 
they’re as easy to operate as your 
mobile phone. 

Made with roller blinds, roman blinds 
and vision blinds in mind, these 
motors are state-of-the-art designed 
and super simple to recharge. In fact, 
as simple as getting on the phone to 
us and ordering one today.



Applied For

Roller Blind               Roman Blind            Vision Blind

6M LONG CABLE RECHARGER

BATTERIES HIDDEN INSIDE THE MOTOR

CAN BE INSTALLED IN MOST WINDOWS

 200 CYCLES PER CHARGE

QUICK CHARGE

RADIO CONTROLLED

 

NO CORDS

Reduces the need for extension cords to reach 
a power point. 

No unsightly external battery packs.

Save on electrician costs.

Only needs to be charged four times per year.*

Fully charged in three hours.

Can be used with any Wynmotion remote.

100% child safe.





Mains Powered Motors - blindingly simple.

The main reason you’ll love our Mains Powered Motors for blinds is how easy 
they are to set up and control.

Whether connected to home automation systems or used as remote motors, 
they’re equally at home either way. To get one up and running in your home 
in no time at all, simply give us a call.

RADIO CONTROLLED

NO CORDS

REMOTE OR HOME AUTOMATION 
 

ENERGY EFFICIENT

NEVER NEEDS RECHARGING

Applied For

Roller Blind                Roman Blind            Vision Blind           Timber Venetian 

Can connect to any home.

Can be used with any Wynmotion remote.

Once set up, you don’t need to worry about it.

100% child safe.

Wynmotion sensors automatically control blinds 
and awnings to keep your home cooler in summer 
and warmer in winter.



Mains Powered Motors – 
awesome for awnings.

Traditional awnings are operated with an old-fashioned crank handle. Trudging 
around the house, laboriously opening and closing each one by hand is enough to 
make anyone cranky.

With the power to lift the largest in the Wynstan range, the raw power of Wynmotion 
Mains Powered Motors is awe inspiring. 

You can watch it all unfold at the touch of a button, and save all the strain on your 
arms and back. 

Sensor Avaliable

Movement Sensor                                  Sun-Wind Sensor

Applied For

Straight Drop Awning       Patio Awning                  Pivot Arm Awning            

 Folding Arm Awning       Eureka Awning

(self-tightening option)

SELF TIGHTENING OPTION
Greater level of wind control for straight drop 
awnings.





Unique Code Full Range ControlRANGE

Control is in good hands: yours
The power to channel a Wynmotion system is in the palm of your hand. You can do it from the comfort of your bed, if you’re that way inclined!
Whatever your needs, we have all the remote possibilities covered.

Each Wynmotion remote can control 
any type of Wynmotion motor.

Each motor has a 
unique code.

200m outdoors*
30m indoors*
*Site dependent



Single Channel Remote                         5 Channel Remote with Timer                  15 Channel Remote
A single channel remote can control up to 20 
motors around your house simultaneously. 
One click can have all the stored Wynmotion 
motors around your home opening and closing 
in perfect harmony.

The 5-channel remote has a timer that allows 
you to pre-set the opening and closing of blinds 
and awnings. Wake up to sunshine streaming 
through the window, rather than fumbling around 
in the dark for your alarm snooze button.

Our 15-channel remote allows you to con-
trol blinds and awnings around your home 
separately, simply by switching from one 
channel to another. 



Automatic weather control for blinds and 
awnings.

Sensors that make 
perfect sense

Designed for the unpredictable 
Australian climate, Wynmotion 
sensors are clever enough to 
operate your blinds and awnings 
against changes in the weather.

Future living with Wynmotion 
isn’t just about luxury, but also a 
sense of safety.

Sun-wind Sensor
Our Sun-Wind sensors stay on constant alert 
outside your home. They open and close 
both internal and external blinds to best suit 
the temperature. When it gets too windy, 
they retract external awnings automatically.

Movement Sensor
For premium protection against damage by 
high winds and the elements, our Movement 
Sensors immediately retract an awning when 
it’s in danger of moving beyond its limit.





www.wynstan.com.au


